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DNA Basics

Sequencing consists of determining the order ATTCAG. . . of bases on a 
single strand  



Number of bases in human genome: 3 billion (3x109)
Time per base (in an hour): 3600/3x109 ~ 1x10-6 sec 

collective approaches integrate biochemistry, chemistry, physics
engineering

$1000 genome sequence means a fast sequence!

Physics-based  methods are intrinsically fast!
Can operate on a single DNA molecule!

Next generation of DNA sequencing technology:



The Race for a $1,000 Genome

Rapid DNA sequencing is the Holy Grail of 
genetic research that could lead to 
personalized medicine:
Use individual genetic code to prevent, 
diagnose and treat disease.

This talk: Basic idea is electrical detection of the DNA sequences
while DNA is translocated through a nanopore/nanogap. 

Our basic approach:
Theoretical/computational simulation  based on the first principles quantum mechanics
and  “atomistic” classical molecular dynamics.



The Race for a $1,000 Genome

Beginning of this decade : The initial draft of the first human genome sequence cost 
$300 million .

(The final draft and all the technology came in near $3 billion

$22 milions (15 fold)
< $1 milion (300 fold)
~ $100,000 (3000 fold)

~ $1,000 (NHGRI) ?

Very active field: Faster developing  than computat ion power



Strategic investment from public and private sector s 
to invent technology toward $1000 genome:

NHGRI has invested more than  $400 million to develop and improve DNA 
sequencing technologies.
In  $100,000 and ultimately $1000 genome research :
70 mil 2004
32 mil 2005
13 mil 2006
15 mil 2007
20 mil 2009 

Much interest from venture capital community

prize for <$1,000 genome sequencing (5-20 mil for the first achievement)



Where are the challenges?Where are the challenges?

Can we Can we translocatetranslocate DNA through a DNA through a NanoNano
Electrode Gap?Electrode Gap?

Can we distinguish between the DNA Can we distinguish between the DNA 
bases the bases the translocatingtranslocating DNA?DNA?



1)   Classical Molecular dynamics of1)   Classical Molecular dynamics of

Pulling Pulling ssDNAssDNA through a 1.5 nm gapthrough a 1.5 nm gap

Head to tail length of ssDNA during the 
pulling process

� Pulling force of 0.3 nN is enough 
to pull a polyC10 ssDNA through 
a 1.5 nm gap

� ssDNA experiences significant 
deformation/stretching when it is 
pulled through the gap

Simulation approach: 
Classical amber field, 14,000 atoms interacting



Translocation speedsTranslocation speeds

Under influence of same driving force, translocation speeds of different 
types of ssDNA vary slightly, with polyC>polyT>polyA>polyG, in consistent 
with the molecular weight of these four types of nucleotides

Molecular weight: G > A > T > C



Orientation of Orientation of ssDNAssDNA in 2 nm gapin 2 nm gap

Translocation direction
Driving electric field

Transverse electric field direction

nanogap



Nice:Nice: Controlled translocation, Controlled translocation, ssDNAssDNA

DNA segments respond to reverse of E-field almost instantaneously
Longer DNA is easier to control than shorter one



Molecular dynamics simulations indicate that 1.5 nm gap is approaching the lower limit
of  gap that a ssDNA can pass.

Electric field ~100 mV/nm can drive DNA through a 2 nm gap. 

Once DNA is in the gap, the translocation process is very fast, less than ns per base

Relative moving speeds of ssDNA in 2 nm gap: polyC>polyT>polyA>polyG. DNA  
oscillates in gap when oscillating electrophoresis filed  is applied.

An across-the-gap E-field of 100mV/nm is enough to attract and “glue” DNA to panel 

may experience significant deformation when it is pulled through the nanogap

[1] X Zhao, CM Payne, PT Cummings, and JW Lee, Nanotechnology 18, 424018 (2007); 
[2] X Zhao, CM Payne, PT Cummings, J. Phys. Chem. C. (Letter) volume 112, 8 (2008); 
[3]  CM Payne, X Zhao, PT Cummings, Molecular Simulation 33, 399 (2007).



Where are the challenges? Part II

QM Approach to DNA base distinguishability
principles calculations revealed that the geometric factor

dominates transverse low bias DC conductance of a m olecule 
translocating through a nanogap between gold electrodes [1
DNA sequencing using transverse nonresonant tunneling electron 
transport mechanism is hard to achieve, due to vari ous sources 
of uncertainty. Electronic structure effects weakly distinguish 
between different nucleotides.

[1] Zhang XG et al, BIOPHYSICAL JOURNAL 91 (1): L4-L6 JUL (2006) 
R et al, PHYSICAL REVIEW E 74, 011919, (2006) 

Some controversy on the importance of statistics:
, M. at al, M. NANO LETTERS 5, 421-424 (2005). 

Lagerqvist, J. at al, NANO LETTERS 6, 779-782 (2006). 



A, C, G and T bases with sugar-phosphate groups
between two gold nanonelectrodes; the sugar-base 
axis of rotation is indicated in each case, 
rotation angle is 0o(left) and 90o(right) degrees .
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DFT results for mezzo-size systems strongly depend on the choice of exchange-correlation functionals
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In sharp contrast to the conventional belief  that the HOMO and the LUMO 
are essential, 
These molecular orbitals are at best  minor and insignificant factor s 
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Current-voltage characteristics for 
various nucleotides and two different 
DFT functional, averaged
(nonweighted) over the rotation 
angle.

Very different DFT functionals
qualitatively similar conclusion
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DIFFERENT DFT FUNCTIONALS SIMILAR QUALITATIVE CONCL USIONS
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B3LYP DFT functional 
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Current-voltage characteristics for various 
nucleotides:

Uniform (nonweighted) average, and average 
weighted by the MD distributions (torsion angle 
average)

DEPENDING ON THE AVERAGING MODE  SUBSTANTIALLY 
DIFFERENT CONCLUSIONS 

MD simulation yields probability 
distribution of the geometrical factor (angle)

Why not higher current:?   
NEGATIVELY CHARGED DNA TENDS TO “GLUE” TO THE ANODE  IF  ACROSS- THE
VOLTAGE GOES ABOVE ~ 0.1 V



It is possible to translocate DNA through a nanogap by 
electrophoretic filed

Strong influence of the geometrical factors, rather than the base 
electronic structure 

Averaging over geometric parameter suppresses certainty of 
recognition below tolerable level.

DNA sequencing using transverse dc nonresonant tunneling 
conductance measurement in a gap hard to achieve. 

CONCLUSIONS ON THE  SEQUENCING with DNA TRANSLOCATING THROUGH 
A METALO-GAP:



PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED: SOME SOLUTIONS!
A) Problem: Uncertainties of the nonresonant tunneling current and 

poor signal -to-noise ratio; poor selectivity.
Ideas(?):

Single -wall carbon nanotubes terminated with nitrogen atoms used
for electrodes, the conduction response increases b y order of
magnitude

capacitance calculations of DNA nucleotides: A possibility for
sequencing by the capacitance measurement, strength ened by
modulation spectroscopy
3) Try with synthetic DNA

B) Problem: Lack of control of localization and tra nslocation of
DNA through the nanopore/nanogap
Idea(?): Confinement of DNA molecule to the axis in a Paul type
RF/DC quadrupole-field nanoscale trap in aqueous environment.



A1) 
Enhancement of the Transverse Conductance in DNA nu cleotides: 

From nonresonant enter the quasiresonant regime
Signal up many orders of magnitude 

-mechanical study of the electron transport properti es of DNA 
nucleotides placed in the gap between two single -wall carbon nanotubes
or terminated with H or N. In nitrogen terminated nanotube electrodes, unlike to 
the cases of H - and C- terminations and gold electrodes, the nature of cur rent is 
primarily quasi -resonant tunneling and is increased by several orde rs of 
magnitude [1,2]. 

Meunier et al, J. Chem. Phys. 128, 041103 (2008)
Krstic et al, “ Sensing Single Molecules between Doped Carbon Nanot ubes” ,  patent 
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How believable are these theoretical predictions?
(Sensitivity to DFT functionals?)

Answer: Results are correct qualitatively, 
actual numbers questionable!



Non-Resonant vs. Quasi -Resonant Tunneling

Non-resonant tuneling
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Quasi-resonant tuneling

Doped CNT Electrodes Gold Electrodes 

et al. Phys. Rev. E 74, 011919 (2006).

Black - CNT molecular orbitals
Red – nuleotide molecular orbitals

V. Meunier et al. J. Chem. Phys. 128, 041103 (2008)



Behind Resonant Tunneling
DNA in a nanogap with doped CNT ends

H-bonding 

4 orders of magnitude enhancement with N-doping 

G and A ( purines ) share similar 
profile, 

C and T smaller response
(pyrimidines, have a single nitrogen
carbon heterocyclic, a lower 
coupling)



Similar idea of electrode functionalization and H-bond 
detection from group of  Stuart Lindsay, ASU

He J et al,  Nanotechnology 20, 075102, 2009 



CONCLUSIONS on detection by doped CNT’s
The local chemistry at the tip of the electrodes ha s a dramatic effect on the 

coupling with the molecule.
Future work is required to understand the extent to  which the de scribed current enhancement 

survives more realistic representations of the DNA molecule in a n aqueous and electrolytic 
environment. 

Other chemical matching are expected for various ty pes of biomolecules (building a H

The presence of N establishes a natural connection with purine and pyrimidines
groups through the H -bonding. 

Fine tuning of selectivity between quasiresonant nucleotides by Stark effect induced by a third gate

Relation to DNA sequencing:



AC capacitance measurements by threading a single-
stranded DNA polymer through a nanogap between 
electrodes are simulated using a formulation of the 
quantum -mechanical linear response theory . The 
results for the capacitances of the DNA nucleotides , 
though small values (10 -21 F) indicate a possibility for 
distinguishing the nucleotides through the 
capacitance measurement, which requires 
strengthening by modulation spectroscopy.

A2)
ANOTHER APPROACH to the tunneling UNCERTAINTIES:

AC regime: Capacitance of DNA Nucleotides



Nucleotide molecules (a) A, (b) C, (c) G, (d) T, (e) A' (rotated 90 degs), 
(f) G' (rotated 90 degs around x,  between two Au electrodes.

Building Capacitance of Nucleotides

X. –G. Zhang, Q. Lu
Biophys. J.  95, L60-L62 
(2008) 



Nano Capacitance Model: 
AC Linear Response (Finite System)
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(a) Voltage profile and (b) charge response of the nano-gap system with 
nucleotide A between two electrodes with 8 Au layers.



Molecular capacitance of the nucleotides A, C, G, and T, as a function 
of the length of the Au electrodes.

Small values of capacitances (10 -21 F) indicate of  GHz frequencies 
and not impressive selectivity.  



A3)
Artificial DNA bases (x-bases) have smaller HOMO-LUMO gaps than 

natural DNA bases. Probed whether x-bases can be used to  sequence 
DNA.

M. Fuenetes Cabrera et al, 
Nanotechnology 18, 424019 (2007)



Placed nucleotide made of x-bases between two  CNTs and calculated their 
conductivity. The small value of their conductance suggests that the bases 

are undistinguishable



-bases, although have a smaller HOMO-LUMO gaps 
than natural bases, are still undistinguishable in terms 
of their conductivity signals.

It might be possible to find ways to modify the natural 
bases so as to make them have different conductivity 
properties. However, adding extra benzene ring does 
not seem to be a successful approach.

CONCLUSIONS



Opening a possibility of studying DNA and other charged molecules using 
embedded CNT-N probes while achieving a full control of their translocation a
localization in the trap 

B)
DIRECT APPROACH TO THE  CONTROL  

OF DNA LOCALIZATION AND TRANSLOCATION

Molecular dynamics simulation study on 
trapping ions in a nanoscale Paul trap

[1] X. Zhao et al, Nanotechnology J. 19, (2008) . 
Krstic ,  and M. Reed, “ Control of motion of single atoms/molecules in an a queous 

and vacuum 3D nanoscale Paul trap ” , patent pending . 



Predrag S. Krstic,              Mark A. Reed, 
Sony Joseph,               Weihua Guan

Collaboration initiated at NGC2007 in Phoenix, AZ!

DNA TRANSPORT AND SEQUENCING 
THROUGH A QUADRUPOLE GATE



The purpose: To prototype and characterize a new device, 
nanoscale quadrupole Paul trap, for isolation, trapping, 

localization and control of the DNA motion . 
- DNA stabilized within the force field channel, no 

real walls 

Combined static (DC) and radio -frequency (RF) 
multipolar trapping electric fields provide enhanced control 
capabilities both in translocation and detection. 



Static electric fields alone cannot create a stable  (ion) trap

Superimposed static electric & magnetic fields fiel d can work 
(Penning trap), but nanoscale confinement is difficult

Time-dependent electric fields 
also work (RF, or Paul trap), 
by alternating “trapping” / 

trapping ” , at right frequency.

Typical 
configurations



Driving DC (or LF 
modulation)

lateral confinement



Multiscale approach

Continuum theory
– Coupled Poisson Nernst 

Planck Eqns for electrolyte to 
test for screening effects by 
the Debye layer near the 
electrode

– Simulate the box O (50 nm to 
1 µm)

– Solution: avg mean field 
concentration and potential 
distribution 

Molecular Dynamics
– Simulate only the region a 

little larger than the region of 
confinement region O (5-25 
nm) 

O (5-25 nm) 

O (50 nm to 10 µm) 

y

x

Electrodes 
with fixed 
AC/DC 
potentials 
on the 
boundary

Poisson+Nernst-
Planck for electrolyte

Molecular Dynamics for 

PARAMETERIZE FABRICATION:
NEED MULTISCALE APPROACH



Issues

Double layer near electrodes:

Does it screen the electrode potential?

Can a line charge be trapped?

Would ions interfere with DNA trapping?



electrolyte in the water: Does it screen the electr ode 
potential? 

DC Potential in the entire 
domain is screened by the 
electric double layer at the 
interface (c=150 mM)

Scaled potential: 
FV/RT

AC potential is not screened if 
RF frequency high enough (>100MHz)

Continuum theory



We found by molecular dynamics simulations that a low energy ion can be trapped 
effectively in a nanoscale Paul trap in both vacuum and aqueous environments
appropriate AC/DC electric fields are applied to the system. The oscillations are 
damped in the aqueous environment, but polarization of water molecules requires 
application of higher voltage biases to reach improved stability of the trapping. 

Aqueous nanotrap (View from the side)
View from the top to the nanopore Aqueous nanotrap (View from the top)

aqueous quadrupole nanotrap and Cl ion(s)



The stabilization time and circulation radius of a chlorine ion inside
trap A at various temperatures. (318 GHz, Vdc=200 mV, Vac=600 mV)

Trapping of a chlorine ion inside trap of 50 nm
The trapping fields are Vdc=80 mV, Vac=240mV, f=20 GHz. 

, 

Ion stabilizations for various trap parameters



Example :

Stabilization in the 50nm solvated trap

Radius of rotation about axis is ~1.5 nm.
Statistical fluctuations are (1 SD) about 
0.3 nm. 

Over 500,000 water molecules to fill the trap.
About 20,000 gold- electrode atoms
300 K



Stability with Damping
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Can a DNA (generically: line charge) be confined?

Stretching force applied

YES! High mass, charge and stretching force all hel p confinement ! 





VAC =6V, VDC=0
f=5GHz
Ezstr= -0.2 V/nm2

q=0.41
a=0
Ion conc =150 mM

MD box for DNA in water with electrolyte - illustration

r0= 15 nm

MD box not much bigger than confinement region (nm size), 
even if the physical device is of µm size

�q (stability) for DNA 10 times 
smaller than ions
�DC component of V can help 
confinement, but only in absence 
of electrolyte

How water and electrolyte ions interfere with the D NA confinemen t mechanism?



Experimental Realization at 
Yale

1 micron
Trap

350 kHz
5 V

Test with 
charge 
beads



“ The potential and challenges of nanopore sequencing ” : Review. Nature 
Biotechnology 26, 1146 - 1153 (2008) 
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